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INTRODUCTION

work has been done to meet the requdmements of
for more powerful controls = for lmr hfise

moments. One of the‘principal difficulties encountered in controlling
missiles at M@ altitudes is the decrease with increases in altitude of
the rate of change of fli@rb path angle per unit control deflectlon
(ref. 1). A type of control adapted to overcmning this clifficulty is the
all-movable tig by virtue of Its large control area and its effectiveness ,-
at large control deflections. However, data on this type of control are
meager for hl@ Mach numbers and for extreme control deflections. To

b provide such data a speclsl Investigation was undertaken in the Ames
1- by s-foot supersonic wind tunnel primarily for a Mach nwnber of 3.36.
The first part of this paper is concerned with the prticipal results of.
thts Investfgatlon, particul=ly with me notiine=ities =c~tered ~
operating all-movable tigs to extreme performance. It should be noted
that these results sre equally a~ltc~le to canerd flippers used for
trim and to all-movable horizontal- or vertical-tail surfaces.

AuaovABm WINGS
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Effectivenesss ~ HGHANGLES OF ATTACK,M=3.36
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The mxfmm panel lifts for a -
nuniberof all-mvable wtngs tested
alone snd in the presence of the body
have been obtd.ned from semispan tests. I

The wings are of Mconvex section cut 5
off so that the trailing-dge thick-
ness is 2 percent end the maximum
thickness is k percent. The b@y
radius is one fifth of the comblna- W BwUxmDN,s,Om
tion semlspsn. Figure 1 shows on
the left the lift coefftclents for Figure 1
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two rectangular all-movable wings of differing aspect ratio and on the
ri@rt the ltft coeffIcient for two triangul.szall-mavable wings. The llft
is presented as a function of wing deflection for a body angle of attack
of 0° and then for a body angle of attack of 20° for both sete of controls.
For the zero angle-of-attack cases, the wing effectiveness does not
decrease significantly until en angle of deflection of about 35° i,s
reached. The effectiveness then decreases rapidly until maximum lift is
reached neer 45°. For a body angle of attack of 20°, the wings reach
maximum lift near 25° “cleflection angle. It thus appears that the msxL-
mm lift of both rectengul= and triangular controls is reached at a
conihlnedangle of the angles of attack and wing deflection of about 45°)
at least for a Mach nuuiberof 3..36. TMS result is in accordance with
prevtous results for wings slrme (ref. 2) at otier Mach numbers.

The menner h which the maximumpanel lift varies with the various
parameters Is of interest from the standpoint of maximum maneuverability.
Figure 1 shows that maximum maneuverability will be Increaaed by changing
fram a triangular control to a rectangular control, but will be decreased
by reducing the aspect ratio for either plan farm. Wing-alone tests from
14achnmibers of 1.5 to 3.36 also show these sane results. Wing-alone
tests show that the maximum lift coefficient decreases as the Mach number
increases.
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Figure 2

Hinge Moments

Figure 2 has been prep=ed to
illustrate the types of nonlineart-
ties in the hinge moments of sLl-
mcrvablecontrols. In this figure the
htnge-moment coefficients are ca-
pered for two allaovable wings of
triangular and rectangular plan form
but of equal area, span, and aspect
ratio. The reference area 5s taken
to be the exposed panel area and is
the ssme for the two wings. The
reference length is taken to be the
body diameter and is also the ssme
for the two w@gsl Curves.ere pre-

sented for constant values of angle of attack of 0°$ ~, and 20”. Only
the ri@rt half of the curve for 0° has been included because of symmetry.
The hinge lines have been located to minimize the hinge moments for 0°
angle of attack and small wing deflection. The curves are for deflections
up to those for msximum U.ft obtainable. Nose-duwn hinge moments are
negative.
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It @pearg that the
the controls sre closely
departures from strai@rt

3

hinge mmnents are generally nonlinear because
balanced. They are nonlinear In the sense that
ltnes are not negligible in terms of the maximum

hinge moment. If the curves were l.lnearfor the zero eagle-of-attack
case, then the control could be more closely bshnced by moving the hinge
line; thus, maintaidng llnesrity and keeping the hinge moments low exe
confltcti.ngreqtiements.

The hinge~ent coefficients for the triangular wing become very
large and negative at lsrge qngles of attack and wing deflection. In
fact, they exceed those for the comparable rectangular control by en
order of magnitude. This significant difference due to plan form has a
simple explanation. When the all-movable control operates at large
deflection angles, the loading tn the wing-body juncture decreases because
the body is a poor reflection plsne under such conditions. Also at high
body angles of attack, bow upwesh is lost in the #uncture, further reduc-
ing the loading there. As a consequence the wing loading moves outboard
approxtitely along the midchord Mne. For purely geometric reasons this
outboard movement of the loadtng produces hinge moments for the triangular
ting but not for the rectangular w5ng. It can be Inferred from this rea-
son for the nonline~ behavtor of the triangular wing that the behavior
will also occur at other Mach numbers. It should be realized that the
large hinge moments of the trhnguler wing can be avercome in part by
sweeping the hinge llne. This cure requties some modification of the gap

k between wing and body to emoid p~sical interference when the ting is
rotated.

. The nonlfnesritles In hinge-mmnent coefficient can be expld.ned In
terms of changes In center-of-pressureposition of the control. For the
zero angle-of-attack case the centers of pressure for both the rectangular
and triangular controls mcnrerearward about 1 perc=t of tie mean aero-
dynamic chord between 0° and 35° of deflection. With reference to figure
2 the difference In hinge moments for the rectangular wing between the
cases of 0° and W“ angle of attack is associated with a movement of the
center of pressure of 1.percent of the mean ae~C ~ofi. me ~-
ference for the triangular wing Is associated tith a shift of the center
of pressure of 8 percent of the M.A.C. in the case of the maximum dif-
ference in hinge moments.

The ess=tial

Maneuverability at Ef@ Altitudes

difference in the htngeaent nonlfne=tties of rec-
tangular and trhngular controls at hi.@-sngles of attack end control
deflection is of importance at high altitudes. To show how-tmportant the

● difference can be, the torgpe of the servo necessary to actuate the con-
trol surface has been calculated as a function of the normal acceleration
for a hypothetical antiticraft mlssfle at 65,000 feet. The hinge Ilnes*

v’~
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are located as in figure 2 to balance the ccyrbrolclosely at 0° angle of
attack and small wing deflections. This hinge-line location keeps the
servo torque within reasonable llmits when the missile is flying at htgh
speeds at low altitudes. With this hinge-line location Urge servo
torques can occur at hi@ altitudes where maneuver loads act on the
wing at relatively lm.’gedistances from the hinge line.

.

“
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Figure3

The servo torques reqpired for

~&~;~$eh;$o~;*~dE’m%e
-

body sngle of attack. For a given
missile tith a fixed tail there
exists a relationship between angle
of attack and control deflection for
trim, but in this example no tail has
been included. For the zero angle-
of-attack case there Is no great
clifference between the servo torques
of the two wings at the hi@est
normal acceleration of about 7 g’s.
However, for an angle of attack of
20° and a normal acceleration of
10 g?s the servo torque for the tri-
_e3? wing is greater then that
for the rectangular wing by an order fi

of magnitude. This shuws the.Importance at high altitude of hingewmmnent
nonlinearities. It is interesting to note that because of body lift, the
rectangular control develops a maximum acceleration of 12 g?s at an angle .

of attack of 20° campared to a value of 7 gfs at 0° angle of attack.

Effect of Mach Number —

To show the nonllnear effects
or Mach nmher on servo-torque
requirements at,low +ltitude, figure 4
is presented for a 10-g maneuver at

sea level. Configurations 1 and 2
correspond to those of figure 3.
Configuration 3 has been added to
extend the Mach number range for
rectangular controls into the hyper-
sonic regbne. This configuration
has the mme wing area as the other
configurationsbut has en aspect
ratio of unity based on the exposed

.

ting panels joined together. Its ratio of body dtameter to total span ‘
is twice that of the other configurations, and it is hinged at the “
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kl-percent ChO?.’d. For each configuration the htnge line Is located to
mizclmizethe torque for a hfachnumber of 3.36 and smell wing deflections.
The cm?ves of the figure are all for an angle of attack of 0°. For con-.
figurations 1 and 2 the trends of torque with Mach nuribershave been
calculated by adding a small correction for Interference to the wing-
alone data (ref. 3). For configuration 3 data were avdl~le frcm tests
in the Ames 10- by lb-inch wind tunnel. Data for ell-muvable wings in
the presence of the body elso confirm the trend for configuration 1
(ref. 4).

In the bwer Mach nuniberrange the triangular control shows en
adventage over the rectemguler control. Configuration 1 shows some nega-
tive torque at low Ma& nunibers. It was observed that the trend of servo
torque with Mach nwiber for this configuration could be attributed to
the properties of the wing alone rather than to interference between -g
snd body. As a result the trend could be made flatter if the thickness

● distribution of.the ting were properly chosen, say possibly a conicel
thiclmess distribution. For configuration 2 the servo torque is large
and positive at the lower.Mach nunibers. This trend with Mach number can
be traced to the well-known result that the center of pressure of a rec-
tangular wing tends to move toward the leading edge as the Mach nuuiber
tends to unity. For the exemple the center of pressure of the wing alone
moved forwerd 8 percent of the chord between Mach nunibersof 2 and 1.5.
Configuration 3 shows a relatively flat tcxqu curve at the higher Mach

b nunibers. It has been included to show that drove a Mach number of 2
rectangular controls do not necessarily develop lsrge torques. Also
shown in the figure are two solid points from figure 3 showing the servo

7 torques under hi@-altitude, hi@-normel-acceleration conditions for
configurations 1 and 2. Figure 4 shows that the sltitude effect on servo
torque for configuration 1 at M = 3.36 is of tie same order of magnitude
as the Mach nunibereffect for configuration 2 between Mach nunibersof
1.5 and 2.0. It appears that below a Mach number of 2 triangular controls
should have lwer servo torque than rectangular controls, but that abave
2 rectangulm controls should have lower torque, at least for extreme
performance. Other plsm fomw mey have better characteristics than either
triangular or rectangular plan forms. . The use of spoilers to reduce the
hinge moments of rectangular controls in the lower
subsequently be described.

Effect of Wing cm Body Loading

There are certain nonltiearities noted in the
effactiveness associated with trsnsference of load

supersonic range will

control-surface
from win8 to body

which have bearing on maneuverability and trim. For lnetance at hi~.
control deflections much of the load that mi@t be developed by the body
because of control deflection is lost. This effect is illustrated in

.
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Sawunuwmglomw figure 5 which is for a triangular
wlUwlUm#

A=4, d-2 N, b=10N
al.1-mowiblecontrol of aspect ratio
4. For a control deflection of 6°

$—
the body loading ts untfornilyposl-

1“

:p& ~

tive in the conventional.manner,
~= B+

J

JS but for a deflection of 20° negattve
local body loading is developed.

I
by This loss of lift canbe ascribed

1~-

!L%L4%J[ 2040

to a bleeding of the positive pres-
sures on the botta of the wing onto
the top of the body. The llft on
the wing in the presence of the body

~ ~ -,IN ~,am
does not increase slgntflcantly

beyond a deflection of 20° as a

Figure 5 result of this effect. For a control
of longer chord it was found that the
lift transferred to the body falls

to negative values as a result of unporting of the control. As a result
of the shape of the load distribution, large nose-down pitching mcments
are developed. It thus appears that the use of short-chord controls
is advantageous frau the standpoints of both maneuverability and trim.
Also in the case of cruciform configurations shorter chords permit higher
deflections without physicsl interference between ad~acent panels.

In the first
movable controls.

CONTROLS FOR REIUCINGHINGEMOMENTS

part of the paper we have considered the use of all-
mrti.cularly as far as extreme wrf ormance is concerned.#-

and found that large hinge mcments can occur. !lh~second psrt of the -
paper is devoted to schemes for reducing or eliminating hinge moments.

WUNG EFFECTIVENESSAND ACTUATING
TIME ~ SELWS-OFERATED AILERON

Bellows -Actuated Ailerons

+~*-

An arrangement (ref. ~) in which
rem alr is utilized to overcame
aileron hinge moments 2s shown tn

1?LLOWS
figure 6. Each side of the wing
possesses an aileron actuated by a
bellows energized either by ram pres-

gg y“”~$ ;
sure or base pressure tbrou@ a
fast-acting.v~ve. This ~mgement

k ~~
has been fllght-tested w to Mach

MACH NUMBER KMH MJMBIER nunibersof 1.8 by PARD. The partial- -

Figure 6
span split-flap ailerons were tested
on a missile having a 60° swept wing ■

~~* ~
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with a free-rolling tail. Msxinnnucoxrtmoldeflections of the order of
20° were obtained. Althou$h the rolling effectiveness parameter was hl@

. at.subsonic speeds, it dropped to about one third of Its maximum value
at a Mach number of 1.8, even thou@ 20° of control deflection were main-
tained. To actuate the control required only two hundredths of a second.
In tits time the missile traveled 15 to 30 mean aerodynamic chord lengths
(M.A.c. = 14 inches). IX appears that this type of control has applica-
tions for roll control where large Induced roUAng moments are not
developed.

Automatic Spoi.kc

end
for

Up to this time mauy data have been issued by the NACA on spoilers,
such data have been summsrized by Lowry (ref. 6). ‘ A particular use
some of these data (ref. 7) would be the desl~ of a spoiler for

reducing the htx hinge ‘mcments developed by rect&gular. &-movable
wings in the lower sqwrsonlc rauge. ~ fi~e 7 Is shown the spoiler
het@t necessary to trim an all- SPOllCR~ FORTRIMMINQ ALL-WWS4.E Wlrtq

movable rectangular control at a *W

Mach nuuiberof‘1.96. The hinge
line of the en-movable control

●
has been placed so that the htnge
moments exe nearly zero at a Mach
number of 1.4. The height of the

. trailing-edge spolkr necessary to
trim the htnge moment when the Mach
number IS changed to 1.96 ts shown
in the upper curve. A hefght
sltghtl.ymore than !2percent of the
dhord will be sufficient up to con-
trol deflections of 16°. The ~
moments that must be overcome by the
spotl.erare shown In the luwer pert
of the ftgure.

An Idea for a spotler that wIU
automatically trim sn all-mavable
wing has been advanced at the Ames
Laboratory. This device shown in
figure 8 conststs essentially of a
mecheni.tallylinked, trallfng-edge
spoiler which actuates and stdbllizes
the control. The wing is mounted on

. Its hinge exls free to rotate, and
its equilibria posttion for a fixed
crank posltton Is controlled by the

# induced pressure field of the spoiler. F@re 8
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The equilibrium attitude of the wing is determined by the crank position.
If for a fixed crank position a nose-down tendency exists, as shown In
the upper sketch, the control moves to a lower attitude than its equi-
librium attftude. The gearing is such that the spoiler then moves up
faster than the trailing edge. The spoiler thus Induces a download which
tends to return the control to the equilibrium position. Llkewlse, if
the hinge moment is positive or nose-up, the spoiler moves down faster
thau the trailtng edge and returns the wing to m equtl.fbriumtrim posi-
tion as shownby the action in the lower sketch. The spoiler 3s positioned
by the error between the actual control position and the equilibrium
trim position corresponding to the crank position. It always acts to
minimize this difference and stabilize the control irrespective of the
sign of @8.

To show the response characteristicswith this servo spoiler, the
curves shown on the rQ@ side of figure 8 have been prepared. The
response of the wing to a ccmmand signal of 88° p= second for about 0.04
second has been computed assuming no viscous dsmping. Also instantaneous
response of the spoiler was assumed, a reasonable assumption in the U.ght ,-
of the estimated response time of 1 milliseccmd. The spoiler overrides
the control, alternate- accelerating and decelerating it. The command
rate was so chosen to obtain an overshoot of 1° with no demplng. With
damping the overshoot will, of course, be reduced and the fiput rate cm
then be Increased.

the
jet

Air-Jet Spoilers

I

An interesting idea for eliminating hinge moments altogether is
use of air-~et spoilers. At the Langley Laboratory the use of air-
spoilers as a missile control has been investigated at transonlc

~INS EFFECTIVENESSOF AII+JET SPOILERS

—
1 t ,
A.aa !

Ml aladinS’limm

Figure .9

speeds in the 7- by 10-foot tid
tunnel and at Mach.numbers up to
1.6 by Pm. Some rocket-firing
results on rolling effeetiveness
are presented In figure 9. In this
figure air-~et spoil~s are cmpared
with sn all-mavable control, plain
aileron&and spilt fl_qp... we !@ _
is taken in through round tnl.ets
on the tip of the panels and..-.—---
expelled throu@ orifices near the
wing trailing edges in a dfrection
20°”forwsrd of the normsl to the
surface. The rolling effactiveness
of the spoilers at subsonic speeds
compsres favorably with that for
the pla$fiaileron deflected 3°.
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At supersordc speeds the
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air-~et effectiveness decreases to about one-
hslf that of the platn aileron. It thus appears that air-det spoilers

. can be used to simplify roll control for configurations such as the
present one which do not develop large induced rolling mments. The
maertstics of atr-~et SPOtlerS ath~~ -es Of atta~ ~him
Mach ninibkrsremain to be

In the first pert of

in~estlgated.

Colrmnmm IWMmM

the paper it was shown how sll-movable wings
retain their lift effectiveness up to a combtned eagle of the angles of
attack and wtng deflection of about 45°. The nonltnesrtties In the
hinge moments of rectangular and triangular all-muvable tinge were pointed
out. In the second Part of the P~er s~~es for reduc~g or el~tl~
hinge moments were &.scussed.

Ames

●

Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee

Moffett Fields Callf.,
for Aeronautics
Apr. 12, 1955
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